
Good Morning  
 
This is further to my phone conversation with the Committee's secretary. 
 
Two categories of objection were received to a comment in Submission #14 - that a 
certain imported safety model was "nonsense". The statement would have been less 
objectionable had (a) it not mentioned a name associated with the model, and (b) 
provided argument as to why I held that particular view of the model.  
 
The first category of objection was formal, with one individual resigning from the 
Aviation Safety Foundation Australasia (ASFA) in protest. As a result, I drafted the 
attached paper absolving my colleague of responsibility for authorship. The comment 
had been entered independently of Dr Dell during my final "polishing" of our joint 
submission. (I have obscured the objector's name in the attachment, in the hope that 
further aggravation can be avoided.) 
 
Two individuals on the PPrune blog also took exception to the comment. One of them 
thought we co-authors were loonies and that seemed to settle their discussion. 
 
The overseas expert named has been advised. His reaction was tolerant and good 
humoured. 
 
The attached statement was drafted for Geoff Dell's use should my indiscretion cause 
him any further difficulties. I trust it sufficiently conveys my contrition and 
acceptance of a silly error, and that I might extend the same apology to the Committee 
and its staff for any consequent difficulty.  
 
Having said that, the original statement precisely reflects the prevailing sentiment at a 
table I sat at, that was filled with seasoned and respected General Aviation pilots, after 
a CASA-sponsored breakfast meeting, in Brisbane, which had been addressed by the 
named overseas expert (and one other). It was not the fault of the presenter, but of an 
institutional tendency to "push" systems and models that have little or no practical 
application amongst those of us at the base of the aviation pyramid. The associated 
safety problem is that it is within this "lowest tier" of the aviation environment that 
attributes are developed, that are then carried, through career, into airlines and other 
higher levels of the industry. 
 
Reflecting on the core theme of our submission - the need for an independent aviation 
safety analysis capacity - in the time since we submitted, that dream has taken a step 
closer to reality, with one Australian university expressing interest in action on the 
concept. 
 
Finally, I expect the Committee by now has a feel for pilots' occasional recourse to 
hyperbole in communication. I was certainly guilty of that. It's a language we easily 
slip into. Apologies, again. 
 
Yours Sincerely 
 
Doug Edwards 
 
0421 580 929 
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